
Dear Jim, be SI r 11/23/74 

aft4r typing the unclosed letter to Sill alhausen on while eil was correcting 

my types I felt that I hat to phone Jim McKinley. 

With his permission I have a tape of this for you. 

I felt 1 had the ohligatiee, because of the inherent slanders in Bud's entirely 

unnestossary letter of the 20th, Blanton; that apply to McKinley ant his people as well 

as to me, to let Jim knew. I read Bedew letter to his. 

Because I also believe that Bud is contriving aituatious to which ho knows 1'11 

be impelled to roast so that ho can later misuse this, either to quit the case saw that 

be is ahead with all the national free pehlieity or to fore. as out se that ho cam have 

a free hart to pull any cheapoishte stuff that may noes expedient, I also raised with 

iim the peaaibieity that at some point there will be real needs in the ease in which 

there stay ho inherent but net explicit benefit to anyone of publics spirit who may, 

shoult the situation coma to that pass, help. 

iL.wevor, I tit make it explicit that should, this really come to pass, it will be 

with no quit pro quo, no promise of any exclusives and that Mould there be literary 

value first of all I will to no writing and next it would be competitive. Shekel& this 

come to pass, with as not doing any writing, there sonnet be, even in the distant future, 

any conflict of interest. 

Oho aspect of this that in his greet and selfishness hut tit net consider in that 
with his history, regardless of his pant, Jimey has some to typify all that is wrong 

with selecteel justice in political cases ant all the abuses possible in the penal systole. 

So, aside from the benefit I believe would seem to Jimey personally, I to use great 

social value in the interview of the nature I aueeestet, based on how it has been to live 

in solitary for about five years as an alternative to surrendering supeosegly inalienable 

rights. 

RaBerileaa of the state of bin present relaenship with iluisioni, But has bat 

a personal relationship with him and in sty belief would tike to rotor, it. This makes 

for an additional conflict of interest far his. But the nasty inference of an intent 
to to the improper can't he consiteret outside Nut's history with Cnioioni, regardless 

el whether or not they have patobet up the sillisesee over Copses. 

Particularly U00=10 of this, which I forget to tell Jimbecousse X remit 

deeply upset about this entire natter, 1 to want to Sake it a matter of record betwees 

to that Jim from the first insisted that there be nothing of a compreeisiag nature and 

that he tell no after I returned fres Ieephis that hiss people were of the same mind. 

ay thin I mean that he told as ho had discusuot it with them ant I think he suit they 

hat cenaulted counsel. Se, I know of ne banjo for even the inference of the intent of 

impropriety on his or their parts. 

Nor to I knew, as of this smut., of any rational basis for dreaming it up. 

With But away until after you have to file the papers, with this please put it 

out of mind. It could never have begun until after the final papers were filet. in nay 

event, which makes Bud's letter even mere suspect. 

Except if Bill wants to talk to se, which I think is not the probability, there 
will he no further intrusion of this nature in the ineetiate future. 

But has Usage's than a nick 'possum. Unless he has some devious purpose he'll 

sake ne response in any event. 

so Jim McKinley 	 Sincerely, 


